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Abstract
We discuss an electrostatics problem whose solution must lie in the set

S of all real n-by-n symmetric matrices with all row sums equal to zero.
With respect to the l?robenius norm, we provide an algorithm that finds the
member of (3 which is closest to any given n-by-n matrix, and determines
the distance between the two. This algorithm makes it practical to find the
distances to~ of finite element approximate solutions of the electrostatics
problem, and to reject those which are not sufficiently close.
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1 Introduction,.

.“. ’,,
,“:, .

.“ .:, .,, : , ,,This paper is a report on the mathematics behind an indicator that is cur-

.., $’
“~, ‘&rently being used to measure the computational quality of a particular finite,,.,,. ........ ,..,.:.:. ,..,.-’ element calculation. It is offered as an example of an application of linear, ,.... ., ...

algebra. The study is prompted by a physical problem; the solution is based,.
upon familiar best approximation techniques.

The physical problem consists of an electrostatic system with n conduct-
ing plates. The charge on each conductor can be related to the voltages on
all the conductors through a linear transformation in the form of an n-by-
n matrix. The physics of the situation require that the solution matrix be
symmetric with a special property: every row sum adds to zero. However, if
the solution is calculated numerically by a finite element method, then the
output matrix A is an approximation to the theoretically correct solution A,.
In particular, A may not be symmetric nor have zero row and column sums.
This leads to the question: is A an acceptable solution to the problem?

One response to this question is to view the totality $ of symmetric,
zero row sum matrices as a subspace of the real n-by-n matrices with an
inner product. The distance between A and Ae provides an indication of
the computational quality of the finite element calculation: that is, A is
considered to be an acceptable approximation to Ae only if the distance
between A and Ae is sufficiently small. Generally, however, this distance is
not known. Nevertheless, it is at least as large as the distance from A to the
closest element A. of S. In particular, an excessive distance between A and
A. warns of a possible calculation error or an input or coding problem, and A
should be rejected. In other words, the distance between A and A. provides a
computational quality indicator, a notion that is central in simulation based
engineering.

In this paper we detail the construction of this particular indicator. Specif-
ically, with respect to the Frobenius inner product, we show how to project
any matrix A onto the closest matrix A. of the subspace S and to determine
the distance between A and Ao. Sandia National Laboratories has imple-
mented this best approximation method into a production code, where the
algorithm has proven to be both effective and inexpensive.
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2 “The electrostatics problem

This study ismotivated byaphysical problem: what isthe electrical output
when a piezoelectric material is hit by a shock wave? This problem can be
addressed within the quasi-static electric field approximation of electrome-
chanics. A complete description of this theory and related material modeling
issues is not required here, and we give only a simplified description of the
relevant multiconductor capacitance portion of this physical problem.

The material is represented by a region Q; embedded in Q is a capacitor
system consisting of n constant potential surfaces &2i; the electric field E in
Clis assumed to be –V@ where@ is a scalar potential; specifically, E = –V@;
Q is considered to be charge free, so assuming that the permittivity is the
scalar one, V oE = O, and V “ V@ = O in $2; finally, on the non-conducting
boundary 800 of (2 we assume E “m = O where
from 0.

If vj is the voltage on 8Qj, then the preceding
a potential of the form

+ = ~~jVj

j=l

provided that, for j, k = 1,... ,?2, V” Vfbj=0

#j = Jjk ‘n ~Qk, and Vdj “ m = o ‘n a~o.

m is the outward normal

conditions are satisfied by

with boundary conditions

The charge on M2i is given by the surface integral

/ (-E). m da = ~ (/ (v@j .m)da)Vj.
a!i-li j=l am

We define an n-by-n matrix A = (Uij) by

k=O

divergence theorem and the fact that V oV#j = Oin Cl,
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Of special interest in this paper are two properties of the matrix A. First,
V4i “ V+j = V~j “V~i, so aij = aji and A is symmetric. Second, since

dfl = ~ @dtk,v@j “m= O on dQO, and V “V@j = Oin Q, then
k=o

That is, the column sums, hence also the row sums of A are all zero. (Ad-
ditional information on capacitance in multiconductor systems can be found
in [3, pp. 204-206].)

If the integrals which define the entries of A are calculated numerically
using, for example, a finite element code, then the calculated A may not be
symmetric nor satisfy the zero row and column sum property. This leads
one to question the validity of the finite element calculation and to seek an
indicator of its quality.

One approach is to consider A as an approximation to the theoretically
correct solution Ae. Although the distance from A to Ae is generally not
known, since A, belongs to the subspace S of symmetric, zero row sum
matrices, this distance is at least as large as the distance from A to any
closest matrix A. of S. In particular, an excessively large distante between
A and A. implies an excessive distance between A and Ae, and A is not a
good approximation to Ae. This in turn suggests that the computation of
A is suspect. In other words, the distance from A to A. serves as a quality
control indicator.

Furthermore, if the norm on the space of matrices is induced by an inner
product, then A. is unique and the distances 11A– Ae [[ and [1A– Aol Ibelong
to a Pythagorean triple

llA-Ae./2 = [\A- Ao112+]lAo-Ae112.

Thus, not only is IIA– AOII< IIA–A.[[ but also IIAO– A=II< I]A–A.1]. In
particular, A. may be viewed as being closer to the exact solution Ae than
the computed matrix A. Consequently, of the two, A. rather than A itself
may be preferred as the approximate solution to the electrostatics problem.
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3 The theory of best approximation

We proceed with a brief review of the theory of best approximation in a real
inner product space. Specifically, in terms of the inverse of a Gram matrix
and with respect to the norm induced by the inner product, we determine
the minimal distance between a given vector and a given finite-dimensional
subspace of the space.

Lemma 1 Let V be a real vector space with inner product ( , }, W a
subspace of V with basis (WI, . . . , w~), and v c V. The Gram matrix
G = ((wi, wj)) of the basis is invertible. Set

(7 = ((V,W1), . . . ,( V,WJ)(

Let /3i= (~G-l)i be the ith component of IsG-l, and set b = ~lwl + . . “ +
~~w~. Then, for every w c W,

Ilv-wll>llv-bll

with equality ifl w = b, and

/lv-wll > Ilb-wll

with equality iff v c W. Moreover,

IIv112= lIV - b112+oG-laT

Proof. The invertibility of the Gram matrix is an immediate consequence of
the linear independence of (W1,. . . , w~). See, for example, [1, p. 247] or [2,
p. 407].

Next, by use of the properties of the inner product,

(v – b, W~) = (V, wk) – ~(a@)j(wj, Wk)

jnl

= (V, Wk) - (o&’G)k

= (V, Wk) – ok = O.

That is v – b is orthogonal to each of the wk’s. Since (WI,.. . , w~) spans W,
then .V– b is orthogonal to every vector w of W. Since b – w E W, then by
the Pythagorean Theorem of inner product spaces,

11&W112= IIv-b+b-wll’= Ilv-btl’+llb-wll’.
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Consequently, Ilv – wII ~ Ilv – bll with equality iff w = b, and Ilv – wII z
~\/I- wI! with equality iff v = b iff v e W.

Finally, since G is symmetric, then (oG-l)j = (G-la~)j and

11~112= (h~) = {~(CTG-l)iWi, ~(a@)jwj)

= ~(OG-’j,(Wi,Wj)(G-’;~)j
ij

= OG–lGG–lUT = CTG-lOT.

Thus, with w = Oin the above expression of the Pythagorean Theorem,

I]v112= l@-b112+ llb112= lIv–I)I[2+oG-1(+’,

(Compare [1, p. 250].) •1
The vector bisthe unique orthogonal projection of the vector vonto the

subspace W, and is the vector of Wwhichis closest to v.

4 The main problem

The problem of interest in this paper is the following: determine the sym-
metric, zero row sum matrix that is closest to a given square matrix. The
solution provided here sets this problem in the space ll?,”x~,selects the Frobe-
nius inner product as the inner product of choice, and applies Lemma 1.

Specifically, for a given positive integer n, let S be the subspace of IRYxn
consisting of the totality of symmetric matrices with zero row sums. For
examp~e, if n = 3, then

(
a+b –a –b
—a ai-c —c
–b )–C b+c

represents a general matrix of S, and

1 –1 o

)(
lo–l

()

000
–110 , s~~ = 000 ,s’3= O 1 –1
o 00 –101 0–11
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provides a basis of S. In general, for n >1, let S’ij with i < j be the matrix
of Rnxn with 1 in positions (i, i) and (j, j), –1 in positions (i, j) and (j, i),
and O elsewhere. Then the lexicographically ordered list

(sij)l~i<j<n

of n(n – 1)/2 matrices provides a basis of S.
The space R“x” is an inner product space with respect to the Frobenius

inner product (A, B) = trA13T= ~ Uijl%j,with A = (~ij), ~ = (hj). [2,
. .

p. 291]. If i < j and if p < q, andz’~i,j} = {p, q}, then i = p, j = q and
(Sij, SP,) = 12+(–1)2+(–1)2+12. If {i, j} fI{p, q} consists of a single element,
then (Sij, Spq)= 12;and if {i, j} n {p, q} is empty, then (Sjj, Spq)= O. That
is, if \{i, j} n {p, q} I is the number of elements in the intersection of the sets
{i)j} and {p, q}, then

{

4

{

2
(Sjj,Spq) = 1 as [{i, j} n {p, q}l = 1.

0 0

Consequently, the Gram matrix G = ((Sij, Spq)) has elements 4, 1, 0. Specif-
ically, in the cases where n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4, the Gram matrices are,
respectively,

()
411

(4), 141,
114

‘41111O
141101
114011
110411
101141
011114

For general n, the set of all entry locations (row(i, j), column(p, q)) of the
Gram matrix G are partitioned into at most three classes as l{i, j}n{p, q}[ =
2,1 or O. The first class consists of the diagonal locations; the second class
corresponds to the location of the 1’s of the matrix G – 41. Consequently,
if J is the matrix of all l’s, M = G — 41, and N = J — I — M, then the
partition corresponds to the locations of 1’s in the respective matrices 1, M
and N.

The basic relationships between these matrices are provided by the fol-
lowing
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Lemma2 Let I,M, N and J be the matrices of order n(n– 1)/2 as just
described. Each of these matrices is symmetric,

JM = MJ = 2(n – 2)J,

and
M2 = 2(n – 2)1+ (n – 2)M +4N.

Proof. Since I, J, and G are symmetric, M = G – 41 and N = J – I – M
are also symmetric.

Next, let p(i, j; p, q) denote the entry of M in row (i, j) and column (p, q)
where i < j and p < q. Then p(i, j;p, q) = 1 if I{i; j} n {p, q}! = 1 and is
zero otherwise. For a fixed row index (i, j), the intersection {i, j} n {p, q} is a
singleton iff one of the elements of {p, q} is either i or j and the other is neither
i nor j; that is, pairs of the form {i, k} with k # i, j or {j, k} with k # i,j.
Consequently, the number of 1’s in row (i, j) of M is (n–2)+(n–2) = 2(n–2).

Since each row, and likewise each column, of M has 2(n – 2) entries equal
to 1 with the remaining entries zero, and J is the matrix with each entry 1,
then MJ = JM = 2(72– 2)J.

Next, the entry of M2 in row (i, j) and column (k, 1) is

Since the product p(ij j; p, q) . P(P, q; k, 1) is zero except when both factors
are 1, then this sum is the number of indices (p, q) such that {p, q} intersects
{i, j} and {k, 1} in singletons.

The intersection {i, j} n {k, 4} consists of 2, 1 or O elements. In the first
instance, i = k and j = & Thus, the required pairs are just those that
meet {i, j} in a single element. As noted above, the number of such pairs is
2(n – 2).

Second, suppose {i, j} n {k, 4} consists of one element. Then {i, j, k, 1}
consists of three distinct elements, say, {r,s, t} with, say, t c {i, j} n {k, t}.
The pairs {p, q} having singleton intersections with both {r, t} and {s, t} are
the pairs {r,s} and {-t,k} with k # r,s nor t. The number of such pairs is
l+(n–3)=n–2.

Finally, if {i, j} n {k, 1} is empty, then i, j, k and 4 are all distinct. In this
case there are exactly four pairs with singleton intersections with both {i, j}
and {k, 1}; specifically, {i, k}, {i, 1}, {j, k} and {j, l}.
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Consequently, the entry of M2 in row (i, j) and column (k, 1) is 2(n –
2), (n – 2) or 4 as I{i, j} n {k, 1}1 is 2, 1 or O. In terms of the matrices
described above, this says that

M2 = 2(n – 2)1 + (n – 2)M + 4N.

❑

With this information we are able to describe the inverse of the Gram
matrix.

Theorem 1 Let S be the subspace of symmetric, zero row sum matrices in
RY’xn, and let G be the Gram matrix of the basis (Sij)l<i<j<m of S with respect
to the Frobenzus inner product. If M = G – 41 and J is the matrix of order
n(n – 1)/2 with every entry 1, then

– ~(n(n - 2)1- nM+2J).G-1 _ 1

Proof. By Lemma 2,

MN= NM=(J– I–M)M=(n –3)M+2(n–4)N.

A further computation gives

(41 + M)((n2 - 2n + 2)1 – (n - 2)M + 2N) = 2n21.

Since G=41+Mand N= J–I– M,

2n2((n
G-1 – 1 2–2n+2)I –(n–2)M+2N)

= ~(n(n - 2)1 - nM + 2J).

n
u

As is now shown, for any given matrix A, the expression for G-l in the
Theorem leads to useful explicit formulae for the closest symmetric, zero row
sum matrix AO to A as well as the distance between the two.

Corollary 1 Let the conditions be as in the Theorem. For A = (aij) c R“xn,
define

sij = aii —aij — iZj~+ (Zjj
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Then Ao = ~ ~~jSij 2Sthe matrix of S of minimal distance to A, and
i<j

11A– Aoll’ = ~a~j – ~Bijsij.

i,j i< j

Proof. Let A = (azj) c R“x”. For i < ~,

(A, Sij) = t,rAS~ = aii - aij - aji + ajj = Sij.

Consequently, if a is the list (sij)l~i<j<~ and (~G-l)(i,j) is the (i, ~) en-
try of crG-l, then, by Lemma 1, the matrix of S closest to A is AO =

i<j

The (i, j) entries of 01 and aJ are clearly sij and ~ sij. The (i, ~) entry
i<j

of ~M is ~ SP~“ P(P, q;i,j); hence, it is x sPg, summed over (p, q) with

(PA) (PA)

{P,~} equalto {~,~},k # z,j and{j, k}, k # i,j. Since sii = OandSji= Sij,
. .

then(~M)(i,j) = ~ Sik+ ~ Skj. Consequently, the (i, j) entry of
k#j k#i

_l_n –2
OG — —01 – &M + $oJ

2n

is @ij as defined above, and AO= ~ &jSij.
i<j

Finally, by Lemma 1,

•1
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